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Lead-based compounds (such as PbZr1−xTixO3, PZT) are primarily used as piezoelectric actuators, sensors, transducers
and other electronic devices [1]. However, the toxicity of leadbased compounds is a concern for the environment and living
beings. RoHS (The Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous
Substances) and WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment recycling) regulations have limited the use of hazardous
elements in electronics, one among them is lead [2]. Therefore,
lead free piezoelectric materials have been a major topic of scientific research since last two decades [3]. One of the promising lead free materials with high Curie temperature (> 250 °C)
and fairly good piezoelectric constant (d33 > 130 pC/N) is
Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3–BaTiO3 (BNTBT) solid solutions [4]. The first
work on BNTBT was published in 1991 by Takenaka et al. [4],
where the authors studied the electrical properties and phase
transitions of (1 − x)(Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3)–x(BaTiO3) compounds
(where x varied from 1 to 30 mol%). Based on the electrical

measurements they established the morphotropic phase
boundary (MPB) for BNTBT system lies close to 6 mol. % of
BaTiO3, where it shows maximum dielectric constant (~ 1000),
high piezoelectric constant (125 pC/N), a maximum permittivity at around 288 °C and bending strength of 200 MPa. Following this work, a thorough investigation of the structure at MPB
was carried out by neutron diffraction, X-ray powder diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Raman
spectroscopy and differential thermal calorimetry [5–9]. These
studies illustrate the presence of both rhombohedral (polar)
and tetragonal (weak polar) phase at room temperature up
to 100 °C (Td, depolarization temperature), above which the
tetragonal phase dominates. BNT exhibits long range ferroelectric ordering at room temperature [10]. The TEM studies on
BNT crystal shows a complex pattern of ferroelectric domains
with lamellar or needle shaped morphology, indicative of long
range ordering at room temperature [11]. However, most of
the TEM studies on BNTBT (with 6 mol% of B
 aTiO3) show the
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The processing of sodium (Na) and bismuth (Bi)-based piezoelectric compounds are always a concern
due to their volatilization at high temperatures (> 1000 °C) and the hygroscopic nature of the precursors.
The effect of drying and impurities in the precursors on 0.94(Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3)–0.06BaTiO3 (BNTBT) ceramics
was investigated. A substantial difference in the weight fraction of polar (R3c) and weak-polar (P4bm)
phase at room temperature was observed for BNTBT obtained from dried, undried and low purity
precursors, evaluated by XRD and Raman. The local crystal structure was evaluated by transmission
electron microscope, which showed the presence of both ferroelectric domains and polar nano regions.
The electrical measurements corroborated well with the structure results, and showed a variation in the
depolarization temperature (Td). The results highlight the importance of the pre-processing steps on the
functional compounds obtained from sensitive elements, which has broader implementations for similar
systems.
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Both the sodium (Na2CO3) and bismuth ( Bi2O3) precursors
are hygroscopic in nature. In order to investigate the kinetics of
water adsorption from the atmosphere, the Na and Bi precursors
were heat treated at 400 °C for 24 h and dried in a desiccator. As
soon as the temperature reached close to the room temperature
the precursors were put into a glass bottle, covered with alumina
foil, and the initial weight of the dried precursors were obtained
(Na2CO3 = 23.082 g, Bi2O3 = 29.2339 g). The average temperature
and relative humidity in the atmosphere were 15 °C and 86%,
respectively. The weight of both precursors was measured as
the function of time (Fig. 1). In the case of B
 i2O3 precursor,
the maximum weight change was less than 0.0031 g (0.01%)
after 214 h (more than 8 days). However, the maximum weight
gain (0.0026 g, 0.009%) occurred in the initial 9 h, which is 2
times more than the error associated with the measurements.
This indicates that the Bi precursor reached its maximum water
adsorption (if any) from the surroundings within the initial
few hours and might not be significantly hygroscopic in nature.
However, in the case of Na2CO3 there was a linear increase in
the weight gain; with an initial weight gain within the first 24 h
of more than 0.005 g (0.02%) and after 214 h a weight gain of
0.0232 g (0.1%). This would lead to a significant error in the
composition of the final compounds if the precursors are not
preheated before weighing according to the stoichiometry, especially for the sodium ions. To understand the effect of preheating of the precursor the ud-BNTBT, d-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT
ceramics were prepared and their structural and electrical properties were investigated.
The crystal structure and phase distribution in the udBNTBT, d-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT were evaluated by XRD. The
Bragg reflections from all three BNTBT compositions matches
well with the pseudo-cubic BNT phase (JCPDS # 01-3109) [27]
and there was no formation of secondary phases, within the
resolution limit of XRD (Fig. S1a). The extended pattern from
pseudo-cubic (pc) plane (110)pc for d-BNTBT, ud-BNTBT and
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Results and discussion

Figure 1:  Illustration of the weight gained by sodium and bismuth oxides
as a function of time due to hygroscopic nature of the precursors.
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presence of nano polar regions (up to few nm in size) without
long range ferroelectric domains, which might be due to the
weak polar phase for unpoled BNTBT at RT or lack of homogeneity in the samples due to the presence of sensitive elements
[8, 12–14]. Nevertheless, a comprehensive crystal structural
investigation using in situ TEM for unpoled and poled BNTBT
solid solution by Ma et al. [12, 13] concluded that BNT with
6 mol% of BT consists of both R3c (polar) and P4bm (weak
polar) phases at room temperature, and display an electric field
induced (> 2.7 kV/mm) phase transition to the polar phase
(P4mm). However, the clarification of the crystal structure of
BNTBT and the base compound BNT at room temperature is
still open for discussion; this is due to reports of the existences
of monoclinic or co-existence of orthorhombic and rhombohedral phases [6, 15–18]. The dielectric parameters are highly
sensitive to the crystal structural and extrinsic parameters,
which could lead to the variation in the dielectric parameters
such as depolarization temperature (Td), shoulder temperature
(Ts), maximum temperature (Tm) and the dispersion in the
dielectric permittivity as a function of temperature for 0.94(Bi
0.5Na0.5TiO3)–0.06BaTiO3 (BNTBT) published elsewhere (discussed later) [14, 19, 20].
BNTBT is often prepared using sensitive precursors,
Na 2CO 3 and Bi 2O 3, which are hygroscopic and volatile at
high temperature due to their low melting temperature [21].
These issues could result in off—stoichiometry and/or lack of
coherence in the BNTBT lattice at the A-site (Na and Bi ions)
which could result in the variation of coherent length of the
octahedral tilting and result in modulation of the structural
and electrical properties. Therefore, it is important to investigate how the deficiency of the A-site ions (Na and Bi) and
the effect of secondary ions from low purity precursors on the
properties of BNTBT compounds. There have been studies on
the effect of off-stoichiometry in which there was a deliberate
attempt to study the effect of excess or deficient of A site ions
in 0.94(Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3)–0.06BaTiO3 (BNTBT) on its electrical
properties. However, these studies did not mention the effect
of stoichiometry on any structural changes [22, 23]. A study on
the base compound BNT shows that the off stoichiometry of Bi
and Na ion in the BNT system tuned the BNT from insulator
to ionic conductor [24–26]. Nevertheless, there are no studies
related to the effect of non-stoichiometry due to hygroscopic
nature and the use of low purity precursors on the structural
and electrical properties. Therefore, in the present work we
have highlighted a very relevant concern on the processing of
sensitive compounds based on Na and Bi. We systematically
studied the effect of preheating of the precursors and effect of
purity of the precursor on the highly disorder BNTBT (6 mol%
of BNT in BNT) system. This study has a wider consequence
for other related ferroelectric compounds containing Na and
Bi ions.
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(1)

2BiBi + 3Oo → 2V′′′
Bi + 3Vö + Bi2 O3 (g).

(2)

In the case of lp-BNTBT, the weight fraction of R3c phase
(28%) was lower than for d-BNTBT, even though both these
samples were prepared by initial heating of the precursors. This
decrease can be associated with the ions from the impurities.
Based on group theory BNT with R3c space group has 13
Raman active modes 7A1 + 6E [7, 30]. The Raman active modes

TABLE 1:  Crystal structure refinement of ud-BNTBT, d-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT for tetragonal (P4bm) and rhombohedral (R3c) phase.

ud-BNTBT

lp-BNTBT

a = b = 5.5068(3)

c = 3.9302(9)

c = 13.563(1)

α = β = γ = 90°

α = β = 90°, γ = 120°

Volume = 119.02(2) (Å3)

Volume = 356.2(5) (Å3)

a = b = 5.5171(3)

a = b = 5.532(1)

c = 3.898(3)

c = 13.469(8)

α = β = γ = 90°

α = β = 90°, γ = 120°

Volume = 118.67(1) (Å3)

Volume = 357.0(1) (Å3)

a = b = 5.5172(4)

a = b = 5.5258(5)

c = 3.8987(5)

c = 13.472(2)

α = β = γ = 90°

α = β = 90°, γ = 120°

Volume = 118.68(2) (Å3)

Volume = 356.25(5) (Å3)
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Fitting parameter

P4bm = 44.0

χ2 = 1.388

R3c = 55.983

wRp = 0.1232

Shoulder
temperature,
Ts (°C)

102

143

93

134

100

165
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a = b = 5.5030(6)

Weight fraction (%)

Depolarization
temperature, Td
(°C)

Rp = 0.0976
P4bm = 84.87

χ2 = 1.284

R3c = 15.13

wRp = 0.1493
Rp = 0.1163

P4bm = 71.53

χ2 = 1.372

R3c = 28.466

wRp = 0.1457
Rp = 0.1141
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d-BNTBT

Unit cell parameters (Å)
(Phase 2, R3c)
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Sample

Unit cell parameters (Å)
(Phase 1, P4bm)
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2NaNa + Oo → 2V′Na + Vö + Na2 O (g),

for BNT observed between 80 and 150 cm−1 are assigned to A–O
vibrations (where A is cation), whereas the peaks at 260, 535,
and 619 cm−1 are assigned to O–Ti–O vibrations [7]. The solid
solution of BNT with 6 mol% of BaTiO3 results in the splitting of the 260 cm−1 peak in to two broad peaks at 253 cm−1
and 312 cm−1 [30]. The peak at 312 cm−1 belongs to the B1/E
(TO + LO) mode, and is a fingerprint for the tetragonal phase
[31]. The Raman peak positions and the full-width half maximum (FWHM) of the peaks are related to the rhombohedral and
tetragonal structures. These were evaluated by fitting the Raman
data using a Gaussian function for d-BNTBT, ud-BNTBT and
lp-BNTBT as shown in Fig. 2. The peaks observed from bending and stretching of A–O and Ti–O bonds for all the samples
match well with the earlier reports [5, 30]. The ratio of FWHM
that corresponds to the tetragonal and rhombohedral phase
(at ~ 312.5 cm−1 and at ~ 253 cm−1, respectively) for d-BNTBT
(1.16) is lower than ud-BNTBT (1.19). This reflects that the volume fraction of tetragonal phase is more for ud-BNTBT, supporting the XRD results. Moreover, the Raman shift to lower
wavenumber by 1 cm−1 for ud-BNTBT (311.5 cm−1) compared
to d-BNTBT (312.5 cm−1) is associated with distortion induced
by oxygen vacancies. However, there is no significant shift in
the A–O vibration mode and stretching and O–Ti–O bending
modes, except for a little suppression in the intensity of the peak
at 611 cm−1 for ud-BNT, which might be associated with the
modulation in the local environment due to octahedral distortion compared to d-BNTBT.
For lp-BNT there was a significant shift in the A–O peak
towards a lower wavenumber (134 cm−1) in comparison to
d-BNTBT and ud-BNTBT (136 cm−1). The shift in A–O mode
towards lower wavenumber is an indication that a part of Na
site was occupied by heavier elements (such as Pb 207.2 amu)
from the low purity precursors. The shift and decrease in the
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lp-BNTBT is given in Fig. S1b. The Braggs reflection peaks from
the (110)pc planes for all the BNTBT compositions show the
presence of both rhombohedral and tetragonal phase. There was
a shift in the (110)pc peak towards to lower 2θ (32.57°) for lpBNTBT compared to d-BNTBT and ud-BNTBT (32.60°). The
shift in diffraction peaks for lp-BNTBT is an indication of crystallochemical distortion which might be the result of the ions
from impurities [28]. In order to draw a comprehensive analysis
of the XRD results, Rietveld refinement was performed using
GSAS software [29] to quantify the polar and weak polar phases
(Fig. S2). Both rhombohedral (R3c) and tetragonal (P4bm)
phases was present for all the BNTBT system at room temperature (Table 1). The ud-BNTBT, d-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT have
weight fraction of R3c (polar) phase around 56%, 15% and 28%
and P4bm (weak polar) phase of 44%, 85% and 72%, respectively. The lower percentage of R3c phase for ud-BNTBT (15%)
in comparison to d-BNTBT (56%) is most probably due to the
deficiency of the A site cations (Na, Bi), which results in the
creation of oxygen vacancies and A site vacancies in the BNTBT
lattice, represented by Kroger–Vink equations (Eqs. 1, 2). Consequently, the deficiency at the A site in BNTBT results in the
distortion in oxygen octahedra that leads to the variation of the
R3c and P4bm phase distribution in d-BNTBT and ud-BNTBT
[11, 24].
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the Na and Bi atoms in the lattice [11, 32]. In order to rationalize this statement, the elemental analysis was carried out on
d-BNTBT and ud-BNTBT; SEM micrograph are shown in Fig.
S3 and atomic and weight percentage are given in Tables S2 and
S3, respectively. The ratio between the atomic percentage of Bi
and Na ions taken from three different grains for d-BNTBT
were 1.01, 0.99 and 0.97; and for ud-BNTBT 1.07, 1.02 and 1.07,
respectively. In the case of d-BNTBT, the maximum difference
between Bi and Na ions was < 0.34 at.% and negative, which
illustrates that the main deficiency is of Bi ions, which might be

Volume 36

intensity of the O–Ti–O vibrational modes (611 cm−1) is associated with the tilting of the octahedra. This modulation in the
local environment resulted in a significant variation in the phase
distribution of the tetragonal and R3c phases for d-BNTBT, udBNTBT and lp-BNTBT as observed by the XRD fitting. Overall,
the vibration modes from all the three samples show typical
characteristic bands with no additional bands, suggesting that
overall structures are similar.
It was mentioned a few times that the variation of the R3c
and P4bm phases might be associated with the distribution of

Journal of Materials Research

Figure 2:  Raman spectra for d-BNTBT, ud-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT (a), the Gaussian fitting of the O–Ti–O broad vibration band at ~ 260 cm−1 for d-BNTBT
(b), ud-BNTBT (c) and lp-BNTBT (d). The higher ratio of FWHM for peak 2/peak 1 in case of ud-BNTBT as compared to d-BNTBT indicates that the
ud-BNTBT is rich in weak polar phase (tetragonal) compared to d-BNTBT.
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dark field images on Fig. 3d and e, respectively. These dark-field
images show a complex pattern of ferroelectric domains with
herringbone microstructure very similar to the one seen in the
parent compound N
 a0.5Bi0.5TiO3 (NBT) [11] and rhombohedral/tetragonal PZT [33]. Importantly, BNTBT investigated
previously by TEM showed the presence of polar nano regions
domains without any long range ordered ferroelectric domains
for unpoled BNTBT [12, 14, 34], and ferroelectric domains were
only visible after dc poling, which induces long range ferroelectric ordering [14] or with high mol% of BT (> 10%) where the
crystal structure is dominated by the P4mm space group (polar
phase) [13]. It is worth to mention that several diffraction patterns were described in the rhombohedral lattice, suggesting
that both rhombohedral and orthorhombic domains coexist at
the nanoscale. Figure 3f, g show dark field images of d-BNTBT;
the complex geometry of the ferroelectric domain as well as the
presence of irregular domain walls, clearly visible on the images,
are signatures of the 180°-domains [35]. Moreover, there are
regions in the grains where the large ferroelectric domains are
not present (marked with dotted line). The magnified view from
such areas shows the presence of a knitted-like structure, which
is associated with the polar nano domains [12, 14, 34]. Thus, we
can conclude that in general the nanostructured features corroborate with findings from XRD and Raman measurements,

Figure 3:  (a) Relation between perovskite cubic, tetrahedral and rhombohedral unit cells, (b, c) SAED patterns obtained from two different grains. White
numbers denote indexing in the tetragonal unit cell, green numbers denote indexing in the rhombohedral unit cell. Red squares indicate diffraction
spots from which dark field images on (d) and (e) were obtained. (f ) and (g) Dark field images of the 180° domain rotational domain with the irregular
grain boundaries and the knitting structure of nano domains (marked by the dotted line).
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due to volatilize of Bi and Na at high temperature [21]. Whereas,
in the case of ud-BNTBT, the maximum difference between Bi
and Na ions was < 0.65 at.% and positive, indicates the grains are
deficient in Na ions. This supports our kinetic results (Fig. 1) and
concludes that off-stoichiometry (deficiency of Na ions) for udBNTBT due to the hygroscopic property of N
 a2CO3.
The local crystal structure and ferroelectric domains in
unpoled d-BNTBT were studied using TEM (Figs. 3, S4). The
low magnification TEM image from the d-BNTBT lamella
(Fig. S4a) shows an area with a clear boundary between three
grains of about ~ 3 µm in size. Figure 3b, c show selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) patterns obtained from different
grains. Indexing of patterns is done in tetragonal (white markers) and rhombohedral (green markers) unit cells obtained
from XRD refinement, however, the presence of weak diffraction spots indicated by green arrows clearly shows that neither
of these unit cells can describe the SAED patterns completely.
The orthorhombic unit cell [sp.gr. Bmmb (63), a = 7.73 Å,
b = 7.74 Å, c = 7.74 Å] allows full indexing of diffraction patterns (Fig. S5). The latter suggests that on the nanoscale the
domain structure is rather close to a distorted cubic structure;
the relations between tetragonal, rhombohedral and perovskite cubic lattices are shown on Fig. 3a. The diffraction spots
marked by red squares in Fig. 3b and c, have been used to form
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ud-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT. The unpoled BNTBT (all three
compositions) shows frequency dispersion in εr from RT up
to ~ 130 °C, whereas the poling of BNTBT resulted in almost
vanishing of the frequency dispersion in εr up to a certain
temperature known as depolarization temperature (Td) (first
anomaly for poled BNTBT); above Td the frequency dispersion
in εr appears. The disappearance of the frequency dispersion
below Td for poled BNTBT is associated with long range ferroelectric ordering of the diffuse polar nano regions (PNR) produced by the external field. Correspondingly, a sharp anomaly
was observed in tanδ for poled BNTBT. The Td temperature
for d-BNTBT, ud-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT is 102 °C, 93 °C and
100 °C, respectively. The modulation in the depolarization temperature is associated with the structural variation of the polar
phases associated with the lattice distortion [36]. However, in
the case of lp-BNTBT the shift in the Td is associated with the
secondary ions (Fe and Pb) on the A-/B-sites of the BNTBT
lattice. Above Td the frequency dispersion appears for poled
BNTBT due to a thermally driven phase transition from FE to
relaxor phase. The second anomaly for poled BNTBT appears
at 152 °C, 134 °C and 165 °C for d-BNTBT, ud-BNTBT and

Figure 5:  Dielectric permittivity and loss tangent as a function of temperature for poled (a) d-BNTBT, (b) ud-BNTBT and (c) lp-BNTBT.
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Figure 4:  Dielectric permittivity and loss tangent as a function of temperature for unpoled (a) d-BNTBT, (b) ud-BNTBT and (c) lp-BNTBT.
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however, we were not able to prove the co-existence of the R3c
and P4bm phases in the BNTBT system, but rather the presence
of a complex interplay between rhombohedral and orthorhombic domains. Importantly, the presence of both long range ferroelectric domains and polar nano regions seen for BNTBT (with
6 mol% of BT) is reported for the first time.
The electrical signatures are very sensitive to the structural changes, therefore the electrical properties were carried
to study the effect of processing on all of the three compositions of BNTBT. The dielectric permittivity (εr) and loss tangent
(tanδ) as a function of frequency for d-BNTBT, ud-BNTBT and
lp-BNTBT at room temperature are given in Fig. S6. The room
temperature dielectric permittivity (at 1 kHz), loss tangent (at
1 kHz) and piezoelectric coefficient (d33) values are given in
Table S4. d-BNTBT shows high dielectric constant (1280), lower
losses (0.06) and higher d33 (130 pC/N) in comparison to the
ud-BNT and lp-BNTBT.
The dielectric permittivity (εr) and loss tangent (tanδ) were
investigated as a function of temperature for unpoled (Fig. 4)
and poled (Fig. 5) d-BNTBT, ud-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT. There
were two/three anomalies present for unpoled/poled d-BNTBT,
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The coercive field (Ec) values for d-BNTBT, ud-BNTBT and lpBNTBT, where domain switching take place, are 28.8 kV/cm,
30 kV/cm and 33 kV/cm, respectively (Table S4). The increase
in the Ec for ud-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT is related to the pinning of the ferroelectric domains by the oxygen vacancies (in
ud-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT). The oxygen vacancy in lp-BNTBT
can be attributed to the B-site acceptor dopant of Fe which is
from the impurity (Table S1).
On heating, there are four current peaks appearing in first
and third quadrant in I–E loops with high Pr in P–E loops. This
is associated with the field induced phase transition between
polar and weak polar phase in BNTBT. Further increase in temperature, these four current peaks appeared at each quadrant
of I–E loops with low Pr in P–E loops, which the field induced
phase transition is recoverable after removal of electric field [39].
The electromechanical response (d 33) for BNTBT was
measured at RT after holding the samples at different temperatures. The normalized d 33 as a function of temperature
is shown in Fig. 9. At RT the d-BNTBT shows high d33 (130
pC/N), followed by ud-BNTBT (120 pC/N) and lp-BNTBT
(90 pC/N) (Table S4). Similar values for BNTBT have been
reported in the literature [4, 40]. However, a significant
decrease in the d 33 for lp-BNTBT is associated with its low
dielectric permittivity and high Ec. The variation of the d33
can be related to the R3c and P4bm phase variation. As a
function of temperature, almost stable d33 were recorded up
to 100 °C for all the three compositions. A sharp decrease
in d 33 was observed for ud-BNTBT above 100 °C and for
d-BNTBT above 120 °C. This observation is consistent with

Figure 6:  Polarization and current loops as a function of electric field at a different temperature above RT for d-BNTBT. The appearance of four current
peaks at 120 °C indicates the transition from polar to weak polar phase between 105 and 120 °C.
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lp-BNTBT (Fig. 5). Thereafter, the frequency dispersion starts to
decrease and subsequently disappears at a point known as shoulder temperature (Ts). The Jo et al. [37] used multiple Debye type
relaxations time function model to understand the relationship
between the PNR with the Ts. Also, Viola et al. [38] used impedance spectroscopy to study the origin of Ts based on activation
energy. Both studies conclude that there are two independent
processes responsible for this anomaly with no specific rationalization. However, it is still open for detailed discussion. The
diffuse transition is a consequence of a thermal evolution of the
correlation length distribution of the PNR, and is fingerprint of
relaxor behavior [37]. The third anomaly for poled BNTBT associated with the temperature where the BNTBT shows maximum
dielectric permittivity is known as the maximum temperature
(Tm). The Tm for poled d-BNTBT, ud-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT is
257 °C, 260 °C and 244 °C, respectively.
In the case of unpoled lp-BNTBT, the frequency dispersion
in εr profile remains throughout the temperature range of the
measurement, different to ud-BNTBT and d-BNTBT. The discrepancy in the dielectric profile for lp-BNTBT mainly relates
to the presence of impurity ions. This can be substantiated by
the Raman shift in the A–O mode and Ti–O modes observed
for lp-BNTBT compared to d-BNTBT (Fig. 2).
Nonlinear polarization (P)–current (I)–electric field (E)
hysteresis loops as a function of temperature were obtained for
d-BNTBT, ud-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT (Figs. 6, 7, 8), respectively.
All the BNTBT exhibits typical ferroelectric loops with remnant
polarization (Pr) of 38 µC/cm2, 31 µC/cm2 and 35 µC/cm2 for
d-BNTBT, ud-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT, respectively (Table S4).
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polar state for lp-BNTBT that persists up to high temperature
compared to d-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT. The electrical studies
unambiguously rationalize the XRD and Raman findings and
illustrate the importance of the processing steps for a highly
disordered system like BNTBT and related compounds.
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depolarization temperature and sharp decrease in P r measured from dielectric permittivity and P–I–E loops. However,
in the case of lp-BNTBT, a significant decrease in d 33 only
occurs above 140 °C, retaining half of its d33 at 175 °C. High
defect concentration pins the ferroelectric domains and the

Journal of Materials Research

Figure 8:  Polarization and current loops as a function of electric field at a different temperature above RT for lp-BNTBT. The appearance of four current
peaks at 125 °C indicates the transition from polar to weak polar phase between 120 and 125 °C, higher than d-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT.
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Figure 7:  Polarization and current loops as a function of electric field at a different temperature above RT for ud-BNTBT. The four current peaks
observed at 100 °C much earlier compared to d-BNTBT.

1202

Three sets of 0.94(Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3)–0.06BaTiO3 (BNTBT) powders were synthesized by a solid-state reaction method. Among
them, two sets of BNTBT powders were obtained from high
purity precursors of Na2CO3 (Sigma, 99.5%), Bi2O3 (Alfa Aesar,
99.975%), TiO2 (Sigma Aldrich, 99.9%) and Ba2CO3 (Alfa Aesar,
99.8%), named as undried BNTBT (ud-BNTBT) and dried
BNTBT (d-BNTBT) (Table S1). The ud-BNTBT powders were
obtained without any preheating treatment of the precursors,
whereas, the d-BNTBT powders were obtained after preheating

© The Author(s) 2021
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A comprehensive study on the effect of processing parameters
such as pre-drying of sensitive precursors (Bi and Na) and their
purity on phase and electrical properties of the disordered lead
free BNTBT system is presented. The crystal structure evaluated
by XRD and Raman shows that a simple step of drying (at a high
temperature of the sensitive precursor) can induce a considerable difference in the % of polar (R3c) and weak polar (P4bm)
phases. At the nanoscale BNTBT is shows the co-existence of
long range ferroelectric domains along with polar nano regions
when processed from dried precursors. The weight fraction of
polar and weak polar phase and the presence of vacancies and
impurity ions results in a decrease in d33, Pr and an increase in
Ec (lp-BNTBT) for ud-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT, respectively compared to d-BNTBT. Moreover, modulation in the phase transition temperature was also observed for ud-BNTBT and lp-BNT
associated with vacancies and impurity ions on A- or B-sites.
This empirical study illustrates the importance of processing for
compounds containing sensitive elements like Bi and Na, which
is also relevant for similar compounds.
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Figure 9:  Normalized piezoelectric coefficient (d33) as a function of
temperature d-BNTBT, ud-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT. The d33 profile as a
function of temperature corroborates with the P–I–E and dielectric
permittivity results.

all the precursors at ~ 400 °C for 24 h, before weighing them
according to the required composition. The third set of powders
were obtained after preheating (~ 400 °C for 24 h) of the precursors of N
 a2CO3 (Alfa Aesar, 98%, Lot number 10123239, impurities NaCl 0.4%, Fe2O3 ~ 0.003%, NaSO4 ~ 0.05%), Bi2O3 (Alfa
Aesar, 99%), TiO2 (Sigma Aldrich, purity 99%, Lot. SZBF0290V,
impurity As, Fe < 50 mg/kg, Pb < 50 mg/kg) and BaCO3 (Alfa
Aesar, 99.8%), having low purity in comparison to the udBNTBT and d-BNTBT powders. This powder set was named
as lp-BNTBT. Table S1 shows the precursors details used for
the fabrication of all the three sets of samples and details about
pre-processing treatments and impurity ions. All of the powders were weighted according to the target composition [0.94(Bi
0.5Na0.5TiO3)–0.06BaTiO3] and ball milled in Teflon jars containing ethanol media and zirconia balls. The ball milling was
performed for 4 h at 360 rpm. After drying the stoichiometric
powders in an oven at 100 °C for 24 h, they were calcined in air
at 900 °C for 2 h with a heating rate of 5 °C/min. The calcined
powders were ball milled to obtain fine particle size. Bulk pellets for all the ceramics were obtained by uniaxially pressing
the powders in a 15 mm stainless steel die under ~ 60 MPa. The
pressed pellets were sintered at 1150 °C for 4 h covering them
with their respective calcined powders to minimize the loss of
Na and Bi atoms.
For characterization ud-BNTBT, d-BNTBT and lp-BNTBT
pellets were crushed to powders. XRD patterns were collected
at room temperature [RT, Panalytical Xpert Pro diffractometer
using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å)]. Raman spectroscopy was
performed on the same powders using a Renishaw spectrometer equipped with He–Ne laser source with (λ = 631 nm) and
optical lens of × 50 at room temperature. The microstructure
of a d-BNTBT ceramic sample was studied using a JEOL 2010
transmission electron microscope operated at 200 kV and a FEI
Inspect-F scanning electron microscope with an Oxford INCA
energy dispersive spectrometer. A TEM lamella was prepared
using focused ion beam milling on a FEI Quanta 3D Dual Beam
system using a 30 kV Ga+ ion beam and currents down to 28 pA.
When the thickness of the specimen reached about 100 nm, final
low-kV cleaning was performed at 5 kV, 16 pA.
The electrical measurements were conducted using a
metal–insulator–metal configuration by painting pellets with
silver paste (Gwent Electronic Materials Ltd. Pontypool, UK) to
produce top and bottom electrodes. The relative permittivity (εr)
and loss tangent (tanδ) as a function of temperature (from room
temperature to 500 °C) were evaluated using an LCR meter (Agilent 4284A, 20 Hz to 1 MHz, Hyogo, Japan) equipped with vertical tube furnace (Lenton, LTF). Current–polarization–electric
field (I–P–E) hysteresis loops were obtained at 1 Hz using hysteresis tester (NPL, UK) in a silicon oil bath from RT to 150 °C.
The samples were poled using TREK, HV amplifier.
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Direct piezoelectric coefficient (d33) was measured using
Berlincourt meter at RT (Model ZJ-3B, PIEZO d
 33 meter, Institute of Acoustics Academia Sinica). Also, d33 was measured at
room temperature after subjecting the samples to different temperatures for a holding time of 10 min.
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